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Introduction



Questions

 Questions

 Email me at CLE@mailcontrol.net

 Call me at 312-674-7992

 Course Evaluation

 Electronic poll at the end.  Additional comments can be emailed to CLE@mailcontrol.net.

mailto:CLE@mailcontrol.net
mailto:CLE@mailcontrol.net


Agenda

 Rules 1.1 (Competence) and 1.6 (Confidentiality of information)

 Technology overview:  cloud computing

 Ethics of cloud computing

 Technology overview:  email

 Ethics of email 

 Ethics of email tracking (“spymail”)



Rule 1.1 - Competence

Comment [8]: “a lawyer should keep abreast of changes 
in the law and its practice, including the benefits and 
risks associated with relevant technology”

A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent 
representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation 
reasonably necessary for the representation.



Rule 1.1 - Competence

Don’t be Pointy-Haired Boss!

http://dilbert.com/strip/2012-03-11



Rule 1.6 – Confidentiality of Information

Comment [18]: The unauthorized access to, or the 
inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, information 
relating to the representation of a client does not 
constitute a violation of paragraph (c) if the lawyer has 
made reasonable efforts to prevent the access or 
disclosure. . .

1 IL rule 1.6(e) 

(c)1 A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized 
disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the representation of a 
client.



Rule 1.6 – Confidentiality of Information (cont.)

Factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s efforts include, but 
are not limited to,

• the likelihood of disclosure if additional safeguards are not employed, 

• the sensitivity of the information, 

• the cost of employing additional safeguards, 

• the difficulty of implementing the safeguards, and

• the extent to which the safeguards adversely affect the lawyer’s ability to represent clients 
(e.g., by making a device or important piece of software excessively difficult to use).

A client may require the lawyer to implement special security measures not required by this 
Rule or may give informed consent to forgo security measures that would otherwise be 
required by this Rule.
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What is “The Cloud?”

“DESKTOP COMPUTING”

Data center

Network

“CLOUD COMPUTING” / 
“SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE”

• “PUBLIC CLOUD”

• “PRIVATE CLOUD”

• “HYBRID CLOUD”

• “REMOTE/HOSTED PRIVATE 
CLOUD”

• “VIRTUAL PRIVATE CLOUD”



AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION:

“Broadly defined, cloud computing (or "Software as a Service") refers to a category 
of software that's delivered over the Internet via a Web browser (like Internet 
Explorer) rather than installed directly onto the user's computer. The cloud offers 
certain advantages in terms of minimal upfront costs, flexibility and mobility, and 
ease of use.“

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/
charts_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html

What is “The Cloud?” (cont.)

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/charts_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html
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Benefits of Cloud Computing

 Mobility & Device Independence

 Easy updates/upgrades

 Scalability

 Disaster recovery

 Environmentally friendly

 Cost savings



Risks of Cloud Computing

American Bar Association:

 “Because cloud computing places data--including client data--on remote 
servers outside of the lawyer's direct control, it has given rise to some 
concerns regarding its acceptability under applicable ethics rules.”

 Cloud provider may have access to the data

 Loss of ownership or control of data?

 Lack of access if no Internet

 More likely to be targeted by hackers?



Cloud Ethics Opinions

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/charts_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/departments_offices/legal_technology_resources/resources/charts_fyis/cloud-ethics-chart.html


Cloud Ethics Opinions (cont.)

“Reasonable Care”
 Review (and periodically revisit) the provider's terms of service

 Confidentiality agreement

 Ownership of data;  return and deletion of data upon cancellation

 Who can access data and under what circumstances?

 Encryption practices

 Backup practices

 Guarantees on access to data (e.g., "uptime")

 Notice upon breach or request for access

 Clause that data will be stored in the U.S.

 What certifications does the provider have? (HIPAA, ISP 27001, FISMA, etc.)

 Include cloud clause in retainer agreement with clients

 For very sensitive information, consider encrypting before sending to the cloud



 Service Level Agreement: http://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/SLA.

 25% refund if they don’t meet 99.9% uptime in a month

 50% refund if they don’t meet 99% uptime in a month

 Privacy policy: https://www.microsoft.com/online/legal/v2/?docid=43

 Security information: https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-trust-center-welcome

Example: Microsoft Office 365

http://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/SLA
https://www.microsoft.com/online/legal/v2/?docid=43
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-trust-center-welcome


Risks of Cloud Computing

http://dilbert.com/strip/2012-02-06
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On-premises / self-hosted

Company A 
email server

Company B 
email server

Company A network Internet Company B network

Company A 
email client

Company B 
email client

How Email Works



Cloud based

Email
client Email

client

Company A
Local Area Network

Office 365
Mail server

Google
Mail server

Internet

Company B
Local Area Network

What is “The Cloud?”
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Email for Client Communications

 State Level opinions Pre-1997

 Some states required clients’ informed consent before using unencrypted emails (IA Sup. Ct. Ethics Op. 96-1 (Aug 1996); 
N.C. State Bar Ethics Op. RPC 216 (July 1995); S.C. Bar Ethics Opinion 94-27 (July 1995); CO Ethics Opinion 90 (Nov 1992)

 State level opinions 1997-

 IL State Bar Ethics Op. 96-10 (May 1997)1

 Reasonable expectation of privacy

 18 U.S.C. 2517(4) (“ECPA”) – “No otherwise privileged wire, oral or electronic communication intercepted in accordance 
with, or in violation of, the provisions of this chapter shall lose its privileged character.”

 “Nor is it necessary, as some commentators have suggested, to seek specific consent of the use of unencrypted email.”

 “[T]here may be unusual circumstances involving an extraordinarily sensitive matter that might require enhanced security 
measures like encryption. These situations would, however, be of the nature that ordinary telephones and other normal 
means of communication would also be deemed inadequate”

1see also AZ State Bar Ethics Op. 97-04 (Apr 1997); North Dakota State Bar Ethics Op. 97-09 (Sept 1997);  S.C. Bar Ethics Op. 97-08 (June 1997); VT Ethics Op 97-5; N.Y. 
State 709 (1998), ME Ethics Op. #195 (2008), OH Ethics Op. No. 99-2 (April 9, 1999), Hawaii Ethics Opinion No. 40 (April 26, 2001), Utah Ethics Opinion No. 00-01 (March 
9, 2000), Florida Ethics Opinion No. 00-4 (July 15, 2000), Delaware Ethics Opinion No. 2001-2 (2001), and Virginia Ethics Opinion No. 1791 (December 22, 2003)



Email for Client Communications (cont.)

 ABA Formal Opinion 99-413 (May 1999)

 “Lawyers have a reasonable expectation of privacy in 
communications made by all forms of email, including 
unencrypted email sent on the Internet, despite some 
risk of interception and disclosure. It therefore follows 
that its use is consistent with the duty under Rule 1.6 
to use reasonable means to maintain the 
confidentiality of information relating to a client’s 
representation.”



Email for Client Communications (cont.)

 ABA Formal Opinion 11-459 (Aug 2011)

 “Whenever a lawyer communicates with a client by e-mail, the lawyer must first consider 
whether, given the client’s situation, there is a significant risk that third parties will have access 
to the communications. If so, the lawyer must take reasonable care to protect the confidentiality 
of the communications by giving appropriately tailored advice to the client.”

 Ultimate question remains whether there is a reasonable expectation of privacy.
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Email for client communications (cont.)

Suggestions

 Client retainer agreement:

 Express consent to use of unencrypted email

 Warn about use of employer devices and accounts, 
shared accounts, cc’ing third-parties, etc.

 Consider using encryption

 encrypted email (compatibility often an issue)

 A secure client “portal”
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What is Spymail?



Firewalls and Spam Filters Do Not Protect Against Spymail
In fact, many spymails are legitimate emails that the recipient wants to read



Spymail Does Not Require Your Approval



FULL WIDTH TEXT SAMPLE
31

Your subtitle goes hereSpymail is email with hidden tracking code



Spymail reveals: 
If and when opened



Spymail reveals: 
How many times opened



Spymail reveals: 
Where opened

Recipient is here



Spymail reveals: 
When and where forwarded

Recipient is here

Plaintiff

Attorney

Confidential witness/client

Send

Forward

Identity/
location 
revealed



Spymail prevalence has increased > 280% since 2013

Since 2013, the number of people using apps with email trackers 
has increased to nearly 3 million 

- MailTrack, July 2016



Spymail risks



• Locations of Attorneys and Staff

• Locations of clients

• real-time and historical patterns

• Jay-Z stalked via spymail•

Risk #1:
Privacy and Safety of Clients and Employees



Rule 1.1 - Competence

Spymail can be from anyone!

http://dilbert.com/strip/2012-03-11



• Physical locations

• Email Security vulnerabilities

• Email interests /weak links

• Forward recipient identity

“The attack [used to take down on the Ukrainian power grid] begins with a 

spear phishing email containing what is known as a tracking pixel.”

- ESET Security

Risk #2:
Phishing and Cyber Attacks

Leaked Information

• Mossack Fonseca (Panama Papers)

• Mar 2016 – Cravath and Weil 
hacked; FBI issues alert to law firms

• Malpractice suits

• Class action suits

Consequences



• During Negotiations

Risk #3:
Legal Pitfalls & Disadvantages

If [the opposing party] open [my 
settlement offer] once and never open it 
again, I know that they are really 
uninterested. However, if six people 
open it half a dozen times each, then I 
know that the offer is getting serious 
consideration.

- Saunders Walsh & Beard atty

“

”



• Pre-Suit and During Litigation

Risk #3:
Legal Pitfalls & Disadvantages

• Direct evidence of open and time of open

• Fox v. Leland (EDNC)

• Steward v. Keuttel (Benton Cir. Ct.)

• Direct Evidence of knowledge 

• E.g., willful patent infringement



• Pre-Suit and During Litigation (cont.)

Consequence #3:
Legal Pitfalls & Disadvantages

• Identify defendants

• Identify your clients

• Identify your witnesses

• Identify employee and third-party deponents

Miller used an email tracking service to confirm 
that Plaintiff received and opened the October 2, 
2012 email terminating his employment. The 
service also produced an email receipt showing 
that Plaintiff had forwarded his termination email 
from Miller to "KEMNITZERANDERSON." Miller 
received this email receipt. Based on the email 
receipt, Miller concluded that Pashman had 
forwarded the termination email to a law firm 
called Kemnitzer Barron & Krief LLP in San 
Francisco.

- Pashman v. Aetna Insurance, (N.D. Cal 2014)

“

”



Spymail Ethics (Formal Opinions)

 New York State Bar Association Opinion 749 (Dec 2001)

 “Lawyers may not ethically use available technology to surreptitiously examine and trace e-mail 
and other electronic documents,” 

 Opinion predates changes to comment [8] of Rule 1.1 and comment [18] of rule 1.6, 
technologically outdated, and analogizes to metadata scrubbing opinions since overturned

 Alaska Bar Association Ethics Opinion 2016-1 (Oct 2016)

 “The use of a tracking device that provides information about the use of documents – aside 
from their receipt and having been ‘read’ by opposing counsel – is a violation of Rule 8.4 and 
also potentially impermissibly infringes on the lawyer’s ability to preserve a client’s confidences 
as required by Rule 1.6.,”

 Opinion expressly permits email tracking for limited purpose of read receipts

 Opinion is contrary to current trends arising out of 1.1[8] and 1.6[18]



Spymail Ethics (Informal Guidance)

 “[Alaska’s opinion that there is no duty to guard against web bugs is] the exact opposite 
of what we’re telling lawyers with respect to metadata & track changes.”  

– VT Bar Counsel Michael Kennedy“

 “While the relevant Wisconsin Rules are substantially similar to the Alaska rules discussed 
in the opinion, there is one Wisconsin Rule that may permit lawyers to instruct others to 
send emails with such tracking devices. SCR 20:4.1(b) permits lawyers to supervise others 
engaged in otherwise lawful investigative activity that may involve deception when the 
lawyer has a good faith basis to believe that illegal activity is occurring. “ 

– WI Bar Counsel Timothy Pierce



Spymail Ethics (Illegal and thus unethical per se?)

 Although our jurisdiction does not extend to questions of law, we note that the misuse of 
some aspects of this technology, particularly the use of e-mail ‘‘bugs,’’ may violate federal 
or state law prohibiting unauthorized interception of e-mail content. See, e.g., The 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § § 2510 et. seq. In that event, such 
conduct would, of course, be unethical per se. 

-- New York State Bar Association Opinion 749 (Dec 2001)

 Seemingly no one has rigorously analyzed this!

 “Everybody is doing it so it must be legal”

 I briefly shared my thoughts on this in the ABA/BNA Lawers’ Manual on Professional Conduct 
(33LMPC21), but would love to hear from someone with actual expertise in ECPA and CFAA



Final Notes on Spymail

 Sparse and mixed guidance from ethics bodies

 Ethics opinions do not protect you and your clients from 
senders not bound by rules of professional conduct.

 Be mindful of what emails you open and when and 
where you open them

 Be mindful of what emails you forward

 Advise your clients of the same



Questions?

http://dilbert.com/search_results?terms=fear+technology



chad.gilles@mailcontrol.net

www.linkedin.com/in/chad-gilles



Appendix:
HOW TO PROTECT 

YOUR COMPANY



Stops spymail in some instances

Does not protect all devices; mobile is especially at risk

Does not prevent user from accidentally re-exposing oneself to spymail by  

manually loading external content

Does not alert user which emails contain hidden tracking

Disrupts email experience by disabling legitimate content from displaying

A PARTIAL SOLUTION
Set email client policy to disable external content loading by default



A complete solution: 

MailControl Enterprise Privacy ShieldTM provides enterprises total spymail protection

1. DETECT

presence of hidden tracking code 

in emails

2. REMOVE 

tracking code and deliver the 

sanitized email

3. REPORT 

tracking attempts to the user and 

IT admin via web dashboard

4. PROTECT 

all user devices regardless of behavior, 

while preserving full email experience



dashboard at a glance

Real time data

Admin dashboard

Mobile app



EPS Cloud EPS On-Premises

5 minute installation

Secure AWS environment
No email content leaves your 

datacenter

Easy integration/installation

Choose from two deployment options

EPS Cloud



55

Invisible to Users

All end user devices protected with no 

impact on user email experience or 

behavior

EPS offers powerful yet easy-to-manage anti-spymail protection

Simple for IT

Activation takes mere minutes for 

entire enterprise; robust reporting 

immediately available

Futureproof Against New Threats

Additive layer of signatureless 

protection stops brand new tracking 

tools


